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AutoDDL: Automatic Distributed Deep Learning
with Near-Optimal Bandwidth Cost

Jinfan Chen, Shigang Li , Ran Guo, Jinhui Yuan, Torsten Hoefler

Abstract—Recent advances in deep learning are driven by the growing scale of computation, data, and models. However, efficiently
training large-scale models on distributed systems requires an intricate combination of data, operator, and pipeline parallelism, which
exerts heavy burden on machine learning practitioners. To this end, we propose AutoDDL, a distributed training framework that
automatically explores and exploits new parallelization schemes with near-optimal bandwidth cost. AutoDDL facilitates the description
and implementation of different schemes by utilizing OneFlow’s Split, Broadcast, and Partial Sum (SBP) abstraction. AutoDDL is
equipped with an analytical performance model combined with a customized Coordinate Descent algorithm, which significantly reduces
the scheme searching overhead. We conduct evaluations on Multi-Node-Single-GPU and Multi-Node-Multi-GPU machines using
different models, including VGG and Transformer. Compared to the expert-optimized implementations, AutoDDL reduces the
end-to-end training time by up to 31.1% and 10% for Transformer and up to 17.7% and 71.5% for VGG on the two parallel systems,
respectively.

Index Terms—Distributed Deep Learning, Operator Parallelism, Data Parallelism, Pipeline Parallelism

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

The continuous success of deep learning hinges on the
ability to handle quickly growing model sizes [1]. Recent
breakthroughs in large language models, exemplified by
ChatGPT (fine-tuned from GPT-3.5) and GPT-4 [2], have
made a profound impact on our daily lives. These advance-
ments demonstrate the power of scaling up deep learning
models, which helps to significantly increase the model
accuracy.

However, training these large models requires mas-
sive hardware resources. Therefore, distributed learning on
parallel machines almost becomes the standard for large
models. Although hardware vendors bring unprecedented
AI computing power, training these large models is still
time- and money-consuming. For instance, training a GPT-
3 model with 175 billion parameters takes seven months
on 512 V100 GPUs and costs millions of dollars [3]. The
main performance bottleneck of distributed training is often
the high communication cost [4], [5], [6], [7], which can
significantly hinder the training efficiency.

To reduce the communication overhead of distributed
training, it is imperative to design efficient parallelization
schemes involving data [8], [9], [10], [11], operator [12], [13],
and pipeline [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] parallelism. To describe
parallelization strategies, GShard [19] provides abstractions
for data and operator parallelism, where tensors can be
split or replicated on different machines. Although there
are several deep learning frameworks [20], [21], [22] that
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Fig. 1: The workflow of AutoDDL. The AutoDDL search
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a search space of distributed strategies in SBP according
to an performance model, and automatically deploying an
optimal strategy in Oneflow code.
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Fig. 2: Comparison between Megatron-LM and a paralleliza-
tion strategy explored by AutoDDL for the self-attention
layer of Transformer on four compute nodes (We only
present the operator parallelism in the figure and omit the
data parallelism for brevity).

utilize GShard’s abstractions to automatically find efficient
parallel strategies for deep neural networks (DNNs), the
challenge of minimizing the communication overhead is still
not solved. One of the main reasons is that the space of par-
allelization strategies is not adequately defined in existing
work, which hinders these deep learning frameworks from
exploring more communication-efficient schemes, such as
2.5D or 3D algorithms [23], [24], [25], [26] for distributed
matrix multiplication. Therefore, the parallelization strate-
gies discovered by the existing deep learning frameworks
can be sub-optimal.

To this end, we propose an Automatic framework for
Distributed Deep Learning (AutoDDL). The workflow of
AutoDDL is shown in Figure 1. AutoDDL expands the
search space for parallelization strategies by leveraging the
Split, Broadcast (the same as GShard’s replicated), and Partial
Sum (SBP) abstractions of the deep learning framework One-
flow [27]. SBP extends GShard’s abstraction by introducing a
tensor state of Partial Sum, which means that the final tensor
can be obtained by performing an element-wise reduction
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Fig. 3: SBP parallel strategies for one Attention layer in
our actual experiment using 64 nodes. The precise details
of data distributions, communication patterns, and relative
communication volumes are meticulously depicted.

(e.g., sum, max, etc.) operation over all the partial-sum ten-
sors. Although GShard allows tensors to be split along the
reduction dimension, it does not have an explicit partial sum
state and the partial sums are immediately all-reduced in the
output. In contrast, AutoDDL can keep the partial sums as is
which may eliminate intermediate all-reductions. AutoDDL
utilizes an analytical performance model combined with a
Coordinate Descent-based search algorithm to discover the
strategy with minimal communication cost, which leads to
negligible searching overhead. Finally, the selected strategy
is directly translated to the parallel code of OneFlow, mainly
including the tensor annotations for parallelization and the
redistribution primitives to satisfy data layout requirements
between continuous operators. Our study shows that the
expanded search space enables AutoDDL to explore paral-
lelization strategies with near-optimal communication costs.
Furthermore, AutoDDL can adapt different parallel strate-
gies to different neural network layers to minimize the end-
to-end communication cost.

Figure 2 gives a comparison between Megatron-LM and
a parallelization strategy explored by AutoDDL using the
self-attention layer of Transformer as an example. As shown
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in the upper half of Figure 2, Megatron-LM replicates input
X and splits model weights along one dimension for opera-
tor parallelism. For clarity, Fig.2 depicts both AutoDDL and
Megatron only in terms of operator parallelism. Introduc-
ing data parallelism to both strategies would result in the
following complexity: For p compute nodes and matrix size
of n2, Megatron-LM leads to communication and memory
costs of O

(
n2

p1/2

)
when combined with data parallelism. In

contrast, the strategy explored by AutoDDL splits the input
X along the model dimension and splits the model weights
along both dimensions. This allows AutoDDL to exploit
more parallel dimensions, which results in more efficient
parallelization schemes, such as 2.5D or 3D distributed
matrix multiplication with Θ

(
n2

p2/3

)
communication and

memory costs.
Figure 3 shows an actual strategy selected by AutoDDL

for an attention layer on 64 nodes. In this case, the model
is large and requires more than 16 nodes to carry the
model weights using model parallelism. The best strategy
for Megatron is found to be 16-way model parallelism (MP)
combined with 4-way data parallelism (DP). Consequently,
Megatron’s 16-way model parallelism needs to gather the
intermediate activation across 16 nodes, with the mini-batch
size divided by 4. While the strategy selected by AutoDDL
has the same communication costs for weight gradient syn-
chronization as Megatron (marked in black in Figure 3), the
communication cost for gathering intermediate activation is
nearly halved, as shown in the bottom left of Figure 3. The
illustrated transformer has a model dimension of 8,192 and a
batch size of 1,024 and a sequence length of 1,024. In the case
of Megatron, the intermediate activation communication for
each attention layer is 3.75 billion elements (15 GB if using
float32). Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 3, we present
the concrete example of AutoDDL comparison. According
to the 96/180 ratio of communication costs shown in Fig-
ure 3, AutoDDL’s approach reduces communication over-
head to 2 billion elements (8 GB if using float32), leading to
a substantial cost saving.

To discover a parallelization strategy with near-optimal
communication cost, we built a performance model for
AutoDDL, which accurately ranks the communication over-
head of various parallelization strategies. Furthermore, Au-
toDDL extends the current search space for automatic dis-
tributed deep learning by introducing the Partial Sum state,
and therefore has the capacity to cover more competitive
strategies in terms of communication cost in the space. How-
ever, the extended space leads to non-negligible overhead
for exhaustive search even with the help of performance
model. As such, we propose a customized coordinate de-
scent algorithm for heuristic search, which significantly re-
duces the searching overhead and can find the best strategy
even faster than the MCMC method used in Flexflow [21].

Our main contributions are:
• AutoDDL supports a novel search space that can adapt

different parallelization strategies to different operators
according to the tensor shapes. The expanded search
space is essential for exploring parallelization strategies
with near-optimal communication cost, which is not sup-
ported in existing frameworks.

• We establish a performance model that effectively guides

the search for parallelization strategies with low commu-
nication overhead. To expedite the search process, we im-
plement and evaluate several heuristic search algorithms,
in which our customized coordinate descent algorithm
performs best. Our algorithm takes only a few minutes on
a personal laptop to discover a near-optimal paralleliza-
tion strategy for large models.

• We integrate the deep learning framework OneFlow into
the workflow of AutoDDL, which enables automatic im-
plementation of various parallelization strategies for dif-
ferent neural networks (such as GPT and VGG) via the
SBP abstraction, and thus achieves high productivity.

• We are the first to show that an automated scheme can
outperform the manually designed and optimized strate-
gies like Megatron by up to 10% and 31.1% on Google
Cloud and the Piz Daint supercomputer, respectively.

Experimental results show that AutoDDL can save the
end-to-end training time for Transformer models by up to
31.1% on GPU clusters equipped with high-performance
interconnected networks. The estimated cost to train GPT-
3 is more than $4.6m. This implies that AutoDDL can save
about $1.4m when training such a large model.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Data parallelism [8], [9], [10], [11] is a widely-used dis-
tributed deep learning approach that partitions the training
data across multiple nodes and aggregates gradients during
training. Operator parallelism [9], [12], [13], [30], [31] splits
specific operators across nodes and communicates interme-
diate results to satisfy data dependency. Megatron [12] com-
bines both data and operator parallelism, which is designed
primarily for Transformer models. OneFlow [27], a deep
learning framework, proposes SBP abstraction that allows
for convenient expression of data, operator, and hybrid
parallelisms. AutoDDL builds the automatic strategy search
on top of SBP, and we will detail the SBP abstraction in
Section 4.

Most of the operators (such as fully-connected layers
and multi-head attention) in deep neural networks are
eventually induced to (batched) matrix multiplication oper-
ations. Data and/or operator parallelisms on these operators
are essentially corresponding to different implementation
schemes of Distributed Matrix Multiplication (DMM). In
the literature of high-performance computing, distributed
matrix multiplication has been intensively studied to reduce
the communication cost. Cannon [32] and Summa [29] are
two well-known 2D parallel algorithms, both of which
partition the two dimensions of the output matrix and
incur O

(
n2

p1/2

)
communication cost and O

(
n2

p

)
memory

cost. These 2D algorithms have been proven to be optimal
for the communication cost under the memory budget of
O

(
n2

p

)
[25]. Compared with Cannon that only supports

square topology for processes, Summa supports rectangular
process topology which is more flexible and general. Summa
has been applied in Optimus [6] and Colossal-AI [7] to
reduce communication cost for distributed deep learning in
memory-constrained scenarios.

On the other hand, the so-called 3D parallel algo-
rithms [23], [26], [33], [34] for DMM partition all the three
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Supported Models Asymptotically Optimal
Communication Cost Strategy Search Cost Usability

Data Parallel [8] Models fit in memory No Guarantee N/A Easy
Operator Parallel [13], [28] All No Guarantee N/A Hard
Megatron [12] Transformers No Guarantee N/A Medium
Summa [29] Matmul For DMM Communication N/A Medium
Flexflow [21] All No Guarantee High Easy
Tofu [22] partition-n-reduction No Guarantee High Easy
Alpa [20] All No Guarantee High Easy
Colossal-AI [7] All For DMM Communication N/A Easy but with Restrictions
AutoDDL All For DMM Communication Low Easy

TABLE 1: Comparison of distributed deep learning methods.

dimensions of the computation space of the matrix multi-
plication and map the computation to the processes in a
cube topology (i.e., p1/3 × p1/3 × p1/3). Compared with 2D
algorithms, 3D algorithms reduce the communication cost
to O

(
n2

p2/3

)
but at a cost of O

(
n2

p2/3

)
memory consump-

tion. These 3D algorithms are also proven to be optimal
in terms of the communication cost [25]. 2.5D parallel al-
gorithms [23], [26], [35] are another type of algorithm be-
tween 2D and 3D. 2.5D algorithms map the 3D computation
space of matrix multiplication to processes in a rectangular
cuboid topology (i.e., p = c × q × q), and incur O

(
n2

cq

)
communication cost and O

(
n2

q2

)
memory cost. Note that

the communication and memory cost of 2.5D algorithms
also lies in between 2D and 3D algorithms. Tuning the
parameter c of 2.5D algorithms enables a trade-off between
communication cost and memory cost of DMM.

Although the aforementioned parallel algorithms
(2D/3D/2.5D) for DMM have achieved good performance
for a single operator [6], [7], [36], deep neural network
(DNN) training involves both the forward and backward
passes, which include data redistribution between different
layers. AutoDDL takes into account communications on
both the forward and backward paths and properly han-
dles data redistributions between layers, making it a more
comprehensive solution for distributed DNN training.

Orthogonal to data and operator parallelisms, pipeline
parallelism [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [37], [38], [39], [40] is
another important approach for distributed deep learning
which exploits inter-layer parallelism. The neural network is
partitioned in a layer-wise way and consecutive layers form
a pipeline stage. Intermediate results are transferred be-
tween stages to progress the pipeline. According to the con-
sistency between the weights version and gradients version,
pipeline parallelism can be classified into two categories.
One is synchronous pipeline parallelism, such as GPipe [16]
and DAPPLE [14]. Although synchronous pipeline par-
allelism is friendly to model convergence, it introduces
pipeline bubbles. Chimera [18] is a synchronous approach
and alleviates the bubble issue by combining bidirectional
pipelines. The other one is asynchronous pipeline paral-
lelism, such as Pipedream [15] and Pipedream-2BW [39],
which solves the bubble issue but introduces staleness into
the training process. Overall, since pipeline parallelism has
low communication cost and is relatively easy to implement,
it is widely used in distributed training for big models.
Deep learning frameworks like FlexFlow [21] and Tofu [22]
did not consider pipeline parallelism, whereas Alpa [20]
optimizes pipeline parallelism separately after optimizing

data and operator parallelism. Similar to Alpa, AutoDDL
optimizes data and operator parallelism based on the SBP
abstraction, and then optimizes pipeline parallelism for best
performance.

To relieve the burden of machine learning practitioners,
automatic deep learning frameworks have also been studied
in the literature. Jia et al. [41] have discussed extensively
the benefits of exploring different parallel dimensions for
distributed deep learning. However, they did not include
the partial sum state for exploring parallelism further. Their
later work FlexFlow [21] employs MCMC [42] to discover a
high-performance parallelization and task placement strat-
egy for each operator in a DNN. A recent extension of
FlexFlow optimizes tensor fusion and automatic paralleliza-
tion together [43]. This joint optimization approach is or-
thogonal and complementary to our strategy of introducing
a new search space. It offers a potential future work where
the extended AutoDDL search space and tensor fusion
could be integrated. Tofu [22] proposes to automatically par-
allelize operators using the "partition-n-reduction" scheme.
This scheme assumes that the operator output on every
node can be concatenated or reduced to retrieve the actual
result. Pase [44] employs graph algorithms to automate the
process of distributed DNN training. Alpa [20] searches a
competent parallelization strategy using compilation tech-
niques. However, their approach does not include asymp-
totically communication optimal algorithms and demon-
strates no performance improvements over the expert-
optimized scheme (i.e., Megatron) for large-scale experi-
ments. Colossal-AI [7] is another deep learning framework
that integrates various DMM algorithms (2D/2.5D/3D) to
accelerate DNN training. However, Colossal-AI applies the
same process topology for DMM to all layers of a neural
network, which lacks the flexibility and misses the opportu-
nities to discover more competent paralellization strategies
where different layers have different process topologies.
The Colossal-AI team further proposes Colossal-Auto [45]
for automating distributed deep learning with activation
checkpointing [46]. However, all aforementioned works are
not shown to include the strategies with asymptotically op-
timal communication cost. Furthermore, AutoDDL enables
gradient accumulation to save memory. Unlike activation
checkpointing [46] which brings significant recomputation
overhead, experimental results show that gradient accumu-
lation has only a small impact on performance but can save
a significant amount of memory.

In Table 1, we compare AutoDDL with existing ap-
proaches (manually-optimized schemes and DL frame-
works) from four aspects: supported models, communica-
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tion cost, the cost of parallelization strategy search, and
usability. Summa and Megatron are designed to optimize
specific operators and models, whereas other approaches
such as data parallelism, Colossal-AI, and automatic parallel
DNN frameworks (Flexflow, Tofu, Alpa, and AutoDDL)
offer broader support for all existing models. Note that
Tofu only supports "partition-n-reduction" parallel patterns.
AutoDDL, Colossal-AI, and Summa achieve asymptotically
optimal communication for DMM, while other approaches
do not. However, Colossal-AI and Summa directly imple-
ment DMM algorithms for all layers of a DNN, making
them less flexible in adapting different strategies to dif-
ferent DNN layers to further improve the performance. In
contrast, AutoDDL is the only work that explores specific
strategy to each layer, enabling discovering strategies with
near-optimal communication cost. In terms of the cost of
strategy search for automatic deep learning frameworks,
the strategy searching process of FlexFlow and Alpa relies
on performance simulation on real GPUs. In contrast, Au-
toDDL utilizes an accurate performance model combined
with low-overhead heuristic algorithms, and the searching
process can be finished on CPUs. For complex models and
vast search spaces, the performance model-based searching
method of AutoDDL is much faster and saves compute
resources (i.e., no requirement for GPUs). In terms of usabil-
ity, data parallelism and automatic frameworks are easier
to use. Colossal-AI is user-friendly with some restrictions,
allowing only 2D or 3D operator parallelisms with squared
or cubic numbers of nodes. Summa and Megatron require
users to determine the 2D process topology and only sup-
port specific models.

There are other techniques for reducing communication
overhead that are orthogonal to AutoDDL. For example,
gradient sparsification [47], [48], [49] only communicates
the largest k gradients to reduce the communication vol-
ume, while gradient quantization [50], [51], [52] reduces
the number of bits for the gradient values by using lower
precision. These communication-reducing techniques can
be integrated into AutoDDL by factoring in the reduced
communication volume when evaluating the performance
of different parallelization strategies.

3 COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE MODEL

Collective communications play a crucial role in distributed
deep neural network training. The most widely used col-
lective communication operation is AllReduce [53], which
is essential for synchronizing weight gradients in data par-
allelism. In addition to AllReduce, AutoDDL also requires
other collective operations for operator parallelism, such as
AllGather, ReduceScatter, and AlltoAll.

3.1 Collective Performance based on the Alpha-Beta
Model
The alpha-beta model is a well-known model to simulate
communication time. In this model, α represents the net-
work latency, and β represents the inverse network band-
width. Communicating an n-byte message takes α + nβ
time. Some collective operations, such as ReduceScatter and
AllReduce, also involve computation, but we omit the com-
putation cost in the model as it is negligible compared with

Collective Communication Complexity

AllReduce (2p− 1)α+ 2 p−1
p

nβ

AllGather/ReduceScatter (p− 1)α+ p−1
p

nβ

AlltoAll (p− 1)α+ nβ

TABLE 2: Communication Complexity of Bandwidth-
Optimal MPI Collectives. N is the message size for Re-
duceScatter’s inputs and other collectives’ outputs.

the communication cost. Studies conducted by MPICH [54]
have employed the alpha-beta model to analyze the per-
formance of collective communication based on message
sizes. In our performance model, we utilize the complex-
ity of bandwidth-optimal, long-message-friendly collective
algorithms, as large model training often involves the trans-
mission of lengthy messages. The algorithms employed
encompass ring algorithms for AllReduce and AllGather,
along with pairwise exchange algorithms for ReduceScatter
and AlltoAll, as summarized in Table 2.

3.2 Inferring Network Parameters on Real World Sys-
tems
Instead of relying on the peak latency and bandwidth values
reported by hardware manufacturers, we develop a more
practical alpha-beta model for collective communication by
estimating the α and β parameters in a real-world envi-
ronment. To this end, we construct communication models
for two different platforms: the Piz Daint Supercomputer,
which is a Multi-Node-Single-GPU system, and a Google
Cloud GPU platform (two DGX A100 servers and each
server has 16 A100 GPUs), which is a Multi-Node-Multi-
GPU system. We describe the configurations of these plat-
forms in Section 5.

We then conduct experiments to measure the actual run-
times of four collective operations (AllReduce, AllGather,
AlltoAll, and ReduceScatter) with various message sizes
and numbers of processes. We repeat each experiment 1000
times to obtain reliable statistics. Based on the data collected,
we can formulate a linear system in terms of α and β for
each network, as shown in Table 2. We use the least squares
method to estimate the values of α and β from the collected
data.

3.3 Ranking of different parallel strategies via the com-
munication model
The purpose of the communication model is to rank various
parallel strategies, facilitating the selection of a strategy
with low communication costs. In AutoDDL, each DNN
layer has parallelization strategies defined by SBP notation,
as detailed in Section 4.2. The diverse strategies involve
data redistributions between layers and gradients synchro-
nizations, with predetermined information on all collective
communication types, the number of GPUs involved, and
message sizes, as outlined in Section 4.3. This information
enables the prediction and ranking of different strategies
through the application of the alpha-beta model.

In Figure 4, we show the actual communication costs ver-
sus the performance model’s prediction for a Transformer
model on Piz Daint and the Google Cloud GPU platform.
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model’s prediction for eight different parallelization strate-
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The experiments are conducted on 32 single-GPU nodes on
Piz Daint and 2 eight-GPU nodes on Google Cloud. The
Google Cloud GPU platform represents a heterogeneous
Multi-node-Multi-GPU environment. In this case, different
α and β parameters are used for inter- and intra-node
communications, respectively, and the details of modeling
strategies in such an environment are outlined in Section 4.2.
The parallelization strategies illustrated in Figure 4 are
presented in descending order based on the measured com-
munication costs. It is evident that the performance model
accurately captures the ranking of communication time on
both platforms.

4 THE AUTODDL STRATEGY SEARCH

The success of AutoDDL heavily relies on the automatic
selection of parallelization strategies for distributed deep
learning. To achieve this, we first define the AutoDDL search
space, which is based on OneFlow’s native SBP abstraction
and interface. In Section 4.1, we explain the SBP abstraction,
and in Section 4.2, we describe the AutoDDL’s search space.
In Section 4.3, we demonstrate that the search space of
AutoDDL enables exploring strategies with near-optimal
communication cost. In Section 4.4 and Section 4.5, we
present the heuristic search algorithm used in AutoDDL to
efficiently discover near-optimal strategies for end-to-end
DNN models.

4.1 OneFlow’s native support for SBP
OneFlow provides an abstraction called SBP that describes
the states of distributed tensors. With SBP, an n-dimensional
tensor can be Split, Broadcasted, or Partial-sum along all n
dimensions on different devices (see Figure 5).

1 #initialising a 2d tensor w
2 #w has distribution (S1:2, S0:3, B:4)
3 #device_id is a list of devices
4 import oneflow
5 distribution = ["S(1)", "S(0)", "B"]
6

7 with oneflow.scope.placement("gpu", device_id, (2,
3, 4)):

8 w = oneflow.get_variable(
9 name="2d_tensor",

10 shape=(6, 4),
11 dtype=oneflow.float,
12 trainable=True,
13 parallel_distribution=distribution,
14 )

Listing 1: OneFlow SBP Initialization Example

When compared to the GShard [19] abstractions, OneFlow’s
Broadcast state corresponds to the Replicate state in GShard.
Additionally, OneFlow’s Split states generalize the Split and
Shard states in GShard. Notably, the SBP abstraction in
OneFlow includes one more state, Partial-sum (P), which
extends the search space and potentially enables better
parallelization strategies.

The OneFlow framework offers built-in support for dis-
tributed tensor initialization and redistribution. With a total
of 24 devices available, Listing 1 presents the code for
initializing a 2D tensor. The 24 devices are arranged in a
3D mesh topology, e.g., 2 × 3 × 4. The two dimensions of
the 2D tensor are split across the first two dimensions of the
3D mesh topology. The entire 2D tensor is then broadcasted
across the third dimension of the 3D mesh topology.

Listing 2 presents a code example demonstrating tensor
redistribution for tensor x. Initially, total 32 devices are
arranged in a 2D mesh topology (4 × 8). Tensor x is in the
state of partial-sum along one dimension of the 2D mesh
(i.e., 4 devices), with the dimension 1 of tensor x being split
across the other dimension of the 2D mesh (i.e., 8 devices).
Following the redistribution process (reduce-scatter in the
forward path), the dimension 1 of tensor x is now split
across all 32 devices.

1 # a tensor redistribution example
2 #device_id is a list of devices
3 import oneflow
4

5 with oneflow.scope.placement("gpu", device_id, (8,
4)):

6 #previous x has distribution (S1:8, P:4)
7 x = oneflow.hierarchical_parallel_cast(x,

parallel_distribution=["S(1)", "P"])
8

9 with oneflow.scope.placement("gpu",device_id):
10 x = oneflow.hierarchical_parallel_cast(x,

parallel_distribution=["S(1)"])
11 #now x has distribution (S1:32)

Listing 2: OneFlow Tensor Redistribution Example

AutoDDL is able to directly utilize OneFlow’s built-
in APIs for distributed tensor initialization and tensor re-
distribution (similar to Listing 1 and Listing 2). Any par-
allelization strategy selected by AutoDDL can be easily
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implemented using the OneFlow APIs. This approach re-
moves the need of explicitly handling the tensor placement
and the communication for distributed tensors, significantly
alleviating the burden on programmers.

4.2 Parallel Strategies
The SBP tensor abstraction in OneFlow facilitates the de-
scription of the search space of parallelization strategies
for distributed training. These strategies can be adapted
to different layers, with each operator having a unique
distributed tensor state. Certain operations come with ad-
ditional constraints on input split dimensions.

General SBP Layer. With the help of AutoDDL, engineers
can effectively implement parallelization strategies by con-
structing a sequence of computations and SBP tensor re-
distributions within the search space. AutoDDL then simu-
lates the overhead associated with each SBP redistribution
and identifies the optimal strategy that minimizes com-
munication costs. Moreover, performance engineers have
the flexibility to extend communication patterns beyond
SBP, such as invent their own parallel implementations
or incorporating existing patterns like the halo exchange
techniques for CNNs [30]. For instance, if there exists a
precise performance model for halo exchange, AutoDDL
has the capability to recognize halo exchange as an imple-
mentation that has its input and output tensors in a SBP
state. Subsequently, AutoDDL can seamlessly integrate halo
exchange into its search space.

Distributed Matrix Multiplication based on SBP. Matrix
multiplication (Matmul) is a fundamental operation in deep
learning. Our SBP matrix multiplication algorithm can be
described as follows: The input matrix I , weight matrix W ,
and the output matrix O are all two-dimensional tensors. We
assume that p = p0 × p1 × p2 devices are available. For the
matrix multiplication IW = O, if the input matrix I (after
the first redistribution in Figure 6) has an SBP distribution of
(S0: p0, B: p1, S1: p2) and the initialized weight matrix W has
an SBP distribution of (B: p0, S1: p1, S0: p2), then the partial
results of the matrix multiplication is performed locally on
each device (Local Matmul in Figure 6). The output matrix
O will have an SBP distribution of (S0: p0, S1: p1, P: p2).
At last, a reduce-scatter operation is required to obtain the
final results of the matrix multiplication. Figure 6 shows an
example of the SBP Matmul with actual tensor distributions.
Note that if both p1 and p2 are equal to 1, the algorithm
reduces to data parallelism.

For an SBP layer, we first specify the input SBP distri-
bution and constrain its output distribution. Our AutoDDL
framework can then automatically conduct data redistribu-
tion between two consecutive layers. Let us consider an
example of the SBP matrix multiplication. For consecutive
SBP matrix multiplication operations Mi and Mi+1, it is
necessary to ensure that the output of Mi has the correct
SBP distribution to serve as the input to Mi+1. If the output
of Mi is not compatible with the input of Mi+1, implicit
data redistribution is necessary to convert the tensor to the
correct SBP distribution as explained in the following. If the
output of Mi has an SBP distribution of (S0: p0, S1: p1, P:
p2) and Mi+1 requires an input with an SBP distribution
of (S0: p′0, B: p′1, S1: p′2), where p0 = p′0, the required

tensor redistribution path is: (S0: p0, S1: p1, P: p2) -> (S0:
p0, S1: p1 ∗ p2) -> (S0: p′0, B: p′1, S1: p′2). The "->" symbols
denote the appropriate redistributions, which translate to
collective communications in the forward/backward path.
This example with two data redistributions is illustrated
in Figure 6, which involve ReduceScatter and Allgather
operations in both the forward path and the backward path.

For the general case where p0 ̸= p′0 or p1 ̸= p′2, the
required change in data distribution is as follows: (S0: p0,
S1: p1, P: p2) -> (S0: p0, S1: p1 ∗ p2) -> (S0: p′0, S1: p′1 ∗ p′2) ->
(S0: p′0, B: p′1, S1: p′2). Additionally, AlltoAll collectives are
required for the (S0: p0, S1: p1 ∗ p2) -> (S0: p′0, S1: p′1 ∗ p′2)
transformation.

Strategies for heterogeneous interconnected networks. So
far we have explained the AutoDDL parallelization strate-
gies for Multi-Node-Single-GPU machines in previous para-
graphs, where the interconnected network is homogeneous.
The tensor distributions and strategies in the Multi-Node-
Multi-GPU case are similar to those in the Multi-Node-
Single-GPU case. However, instead of using numbers to
denote SBP, we use tuples to represent the number of nodes
and the number of GPUs per node for each SBP dimension
to better utilize the heterogeneous interconnected network.
For example, the input matrix for an SBP matmul is of the
form (S0: (p0, p′0), B: (p1, p′1), S1: (p2, p′2)) for a system with
p = p0×p1×p2 nodes and each node with p′ = p′0×p′1×p′2
GPUs per node. For example, in a 2D scenario with 2
nodes, each node equipped with 4 GPUs, the configuration
(S0:(1, 2), B:(2, 2)) implies that the initial split (along the 0th
dimension) of the data is replicated on GPUs (0, 0), (0, 2), (1,
0), (1, 2), while the second split of the data is replicated on
GPUs (0, 1), (0, 3), (1, 1), (1, 3).

If a communication only involves intra-node GPUs (the
first entry in the corresponding tuple is 1), the performance
model is instantiated by the bandwidth and the latency
of intra-node NVlink. Otherwise, the communication is
deemed to be on the slower inter-node network. Taking data
redistribution on two nodes and each node with 4 GPUs as
an example: in the case of (S0:(1, 2), B(2, 2)) -> B:(2, 4), since
the tensor is split on two GPUs in the same node, only intra-
node communication is required to gather the whole tensor;
on the other hand, in the case of (S0:(2, 1), B(1, 4)) -> B:(2, 4),
since the tensor is split on two different nodes, inter-node
communication is required to gather the whole tensor.

4.3 Communication Cost Analysis

Once the different layers with varying parallel strategies
have been defined and combined, the communication for
the entire deep neural network (DNN) can be separated into
a sequence of collectives. Each collective operation can then
be analyzed in accordance with Section 3.

Sources of Communication. Communication within the
AutoDDL search space occurs from two sources. The first
type of communication involves data redistribution, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.2. The second type of communication
involves weight gradient synchronization, where any repli-
cated (Broadcast) weight matrix W receives only a portion
of the gradients during the backward pass. The associated
weight gradients are implicit of Partial-Sum state and an
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Fig. 6: shows a 3d SBP DMM example. The tensor distribu-
tions are shown in color, and the same matrix multiplication
on a single node is included for comparison.

AllReduce operation to accumulate the gradient information
is automatically performed by OneFlow.

Asymptotic Communication for SBP Matmul. It is a well-
known fact that the communication lower bound for an n*n
matrix with p devices, each consuming Θ( n2

p2/3 ) memory per

device, is O( n2

p2/3 ) [55]. Figure 6 provides an example of a
complete 3D SBP matrix multiplication. One can observe
from the figure that the data volume is divided by p and
then increased by the dimension of Partial Sum (P) or
Broadcast (B), which is less than max(p1, p2, p3), before or
after redistributions. And the gradient synchronizations and
data redistributions have communication volumes no larger
than the maximal data volume of the local tensor, before or
after redistributions. To derive an upper bound for the data
volumes, we can select p1, p2, and p3 (all two in the example
figure) to be in O(p1/3), the communication volume and
memory occupation will both be in Θ( n2

p2/3 ) with the tensors
of size O(n2). This example demonstrates that our search
space includes asymptotically optimal 3D distributed matrix
multiplication.

4.4 Heuristic Search Algorithms
The AutoDDL search space can potentially include all pos-
sible SBP parallelization strategies for each layer, leading
to a large number of potential solutions. To reduce the
search space, we leverage the GPU memory limit. It is
important to note that different strategies can have different
implications for memory consumption, and some strategies
may exceed the GPU memory capacity and cause out-of-
memory (OOM) errors. To avoid this issue, we utilized the
OneFlow framework to figure out the exact memory usage
on CPU before training on GPUs. We exclude any strategies

that exceed the GPU memory limit to ensure successful
execution during training.

Despite the search space can be reduced to some extend
by utilizing the memory capacity constraint, the search
space can still be enormous for complex models trained on
thousands of large-scale nodes. An exhaustive search would
require iterating over the entire search space, which can
be time-consuming. In this subsection, we investigate two
heuristic algorithms, including Metropolis-Hastings and co-
ordinate descent, and compare them with exhaustive search
and random search.

The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm. We define the sam-
pling probability for each strategy as follows:

P (S) ∝ exp(−β · Cost(S))

where β is a constant chosen by the user, and Cost(S) is
the cost associated with strategy S. We use the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm [56] to sample from the space of possible
strategies. Starting from an initial strategy, the algorithm
proposes a new strategy by randomly changing the SBP
distribution of one layer. The proposed strategy is accepted
with probability

min(1, P (Snew)/P (Sold))

where Sold and Snew are the current and the proposed
strategies, respectively. The algorithm repeats this process
indefinitely, creating a chain of strategies.

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which is utilized in
Flexflow’s MCMC simulation [21], employs an acceptance
rule that is based on the difference in cost between the cur-
rent and proposed strategies. Specifically, if a new strategy
has a lower cost than the current one, it is immediately
accepted. However, if a new strategy has a higher cost, its
acceptance probability decreases exponentially with the dif-
ference in cost to the old strategy. This allows the algorithm
to occasionally accept higher-cost strategies, which can help
avoid getting stuck in local minima. However, in most cases,
Metropolis-Hastings will accept a strategy that is at least as
good as the current one.

The Coordinate Descent Algorithm. The coordinate de-
scent algorithm is a method for optimizing the search space
by iteratively updating the SBP distributions for each layer.
It starts with an initial strategy and optimizes parallelization
strategy of each layer by minimizing the total cost, with the
other layers’ distributions fixed: a strategy S for a neural
network with L layers can be written as S = [sj ]

L
j=0 with

sj the strategy for layer j. One update step of coordinate
descent is that for every layer i

S[i] = argmin
si

Cost([sj ]
L
j=0)

This algorithm efficiently explores a large discrete search
space, as demonstrated in previous work [57]. It guaran-
tees monotonic cost reduction through greedy line searches
along a single layer’s strategy space. In our implementa-
tion, when a fixed point is reached—meaning the cost no
longer decreases with the current initial guess—the algo-
rithm records the best strategy and begins anew with a
different initial guess. This approach enables the algorithm
to avoid local minima by exploring various regions of the
search space.
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Fig. 7: Performance comparison of random search, exhaus-
tive search, metropolis-hastings, and coordinate descent
algorithms. The shaded area shows the 90% confidence
interval over ten runs.

Evaluation. We compare Metropolis-Hastings and coordi-
nate descent algorithms with exhaustive and random search
methods for selecting strategies across four neural network
types: AlexNet [58], VGG [59], GPT [3], and DLRM [60].

The experiments were conducted on Piz Daint Super-
computer’s Intel® Xeon® E5-2695 v4 @ 2.10GHz CPU.
Figure 7 presents the relative runtime of each algorithm
compared to an exhaustive search, where a value of 1 on
the y-axis indicates the optimal solution obtained by an
exhaustive search. The random search algorithm cannot find
a close-to-optimal strategy within the limited runtime bud-
get. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, previously utilized
in Flexflow, ranks as the second-best performer. Surpassing
all other methods, the coordinate descent algorithm quickly
identifies near-optimal strategies for various models. Com-
pared to exhaustive search, it achieves this in significantly
less time—two orders of magnitude less—while maintain-
ing a gap of less than 3% from the optimal strategy. Our
experiments showed that a single run of coordinate descent
converges quickly, allowing the algorithm to perform hun-
dreds of runs with different initial points in a short time.
This rapid iteration is crucial for escaping local minima.

AutoDDL uses the coordinate descent algorithm by de-
fault due to its superior empirical performance. Thanks to
efficient heuristic algorithms, our AutoDDL strategy search
efficiently scales to more complex models across multiple
compute nodes at a low cost.

4.5 Searching An End-to-End Strategy

With the search space being defined and searching process
being accelerated by the heuristic algorithms, one can ef-
ficiently obtain a near-optimal parallelization strategy for
end-to-end neural networks. Taking the VGG model used in
our experiments as an example, AutoDDL chooses to only
use data-parallelism for all the convolution layers of VGG,
with (S0: p) for input and output tensors. For the last three
dense layers of VGG, Figure 8 presents the strategy selected
by AutoDDL. In the selected strategy, the weight matrices
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Fig. 8: AutoDDL for the last three dense layers of vgg13 on
32 GPUs. The second matrix multiplication and the tensor
redistributions are shown in detail.

W1, W2, and W3 are not replicated (no broadcast state), so
that zero weight gradient synchronization overhead occurs.
This is reasonable because the model dimensions are sig-
nificantly larger than the batch size for VGG, and avoiding
weight gradient synchronization helps to reduce the overall
communication overhead. The three dense layers adapt
their strategies to different model dimensions that they
have. One 2d model parallel matrix multiplication is shown
in detail on the right side of Figure 8. In contrast to the 1d
model parallelism used by Megatron, Flexflow or Alpa, the
2d model parallel strategy can reduce communication with
increased number of nodes, while completely eliminating
weight synchronization overheads of data parallelism.

While Figure 8 demonstrates the optimal parallelization
strategy for VGG involving only two dimensions, it is
worth noting that for other layers like the attention layer
in Figure 3, 3D parallelization strategy is preferred.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We conduct the evaluation on two deep neural network
architectures (Transformers and VGG) using both Multi-
Node Single-GPU and Multi-Node Multi-GPU systems. We
compare the performance of AutoDDL against the baselines
including data parallelism, and highly-optimized Megatron
and Summa algorithms. Here Summa algorithm is from
Optimus [6]. Since both Megatron and Summa are 2D algo-
rithms where the 2D process topology has a big impact on
the performance, both baselines are optimized by selecting
the best 2D topology given the total number of processes.
For the Multi-Node Multi-GPU system, intermediate results
are communicated within a compute node (i.e., among
GPUs connected by NVLink which has high bandwidth and
low latency), while model updates are transferred over the
interconnected network across nodes. We exclude Colossal-
AI from the baselines since it imposes a requirement of
using a cubic number of processes, despite its potential to
achieve asymptotically optimal communication cost using
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its 3D algorithm. The restrict requirement for the number
of processes makes it unsuitable for the majority of our ex-
periments. Additionally, Alpa has not demonstrated perfor-
mance advantages over the expert-optimized schemes (such
as Megatron). Therefore, we use the manually-optimized
Megatron as a stronger baseline and thus excludes Alpa
from the baselines. All experiments are repeated ten times,
and the error bars represent the 99% confidence interval
around the mean, as recommended by the benchmarking
standards [61].

5.1 Neural Networks for Evaluation

The VGG Model. We conduct experiments using
VGG13 [59] and increase the batch size with the number
of GPUs. Memory capacity constraint is not a limiting factor
for most convolutional neural networks (CNNs), including
VGG13, so no gradient accumulation is applied for VGG13.

The convolution layers in VGG13 contribute most of
the computation but only a small portion of the weights,
making data parallelism suitable for them. On the other
hand, the last three dense layers are responsible for most
of the communication, and we apply the best parallelization
strategy discovered by AutoDDL for these layers. After the
outputs of the convolution layers have been transformed to
the appropriate distributions, a Megatron-like 2d algorithm
(where the reduction dimension is split) can be applied to
the last three dense layers.

Although the Summa algorithm helps to alleviate mem-
ory redundancy issues, it does not provide the best per-
formance for non-memory-constrained cases like CNNs.
Our empirical evaluations show that Summa is an order of
magnitude slower than other methods on VGG. Therefore,
we omit Summa from the plots of experimental results on
VGG.

The Transformer Model. The Transformer model [62] has
several parameters that determine the model size, including
the model dimension, the number of attention heads, and
the attention head dimension. In our experiments, we use
the model sizes from the Megatron-lm paper [12].

Typically, the mini-batch for language model pre-
training involves millions of tokens, which lead to a lot
of intermediate results and put pressure on memory. To
overcome this, we use gradient accumulation, which divides
each mini-batch into micro-batches and accumulates their
gradients. To achieve high computation efficiency, we use
the largest possible micro-batch.

5.2 Results on a Multi-Node Single-GPU Machine

System Configurations. The experiments are conducted
on the Piz Daint supercomputer. On Piz Daint, each Cray
XC50 compute node contains an Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPU
and one NVIDIA P100 GPU with 16 GB global memory.
The compute nodes of Piz Daint are connected by a Cray
Aries interconnect network in a Dragonfly topology. We
perform the training in single precision, since the P100
GPUs do not have tensor cores which limits the benefits
of mixed-precision. To handle communication, we use the
default NCCL library for OneFlow. To obtain our AutoDDL
strategy, we build communication performance models for
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Fig. 9: Weak scalability test on the Piz Daint Supercomputer,
which has one GPU per node. The error bars show 99%
confidence around the mean.

Piz Daint as described in Section 3 and apply the strategy as
outlined in Section 4.

VGG Results. The upper half of Figure 9 presents the
experimental results for the VGG13 model on the Piz Daint
Supercomputer using 16, 32, and 64 nodes, with batch sizes
set to eight times the number of nodes. Traditional data
parallelism is approximately four times slower than the
strategy selected by AutoDDL. A Megatron-like 2D parallel
algorithm is applied to VGG’s dense layers as a stronger
baseline than data parallelism. The 2D mesh topology of
processes for the Megatron-like algorithm is manually tuned
to achieve the best performance. For all node scales, Au-
toDDL consistently outperforms the Megatron-like algo-
rithm. The performance gap increases with the number of
nodes and batch sizes. Compared with the Megatron-like
algorithm on 16, 32, and 64 nodes, AutoDDL reduces the
communication time by 10%, 18%, and 29%, respectively,
and reduces the overall runtime by 3%, 8.8%, and 17.7%,
respectively.

Transformer Results. The lower half of Figure 9 shows the
performance results for Transformer model on the Piz Daint
supercomputer. The batch size is fixed to be 1,024 sequences,
and each has a length of 1,024 tokens. The number of
attention heads is 64 for every layer, and the size of the
head dimension is 128. The size of the model dimension is
8,192. We run the model on 64, 128, and 256 nodes with 8,
20, and 44 layers. The number of layers does not increase
proportionally with the number of nodes because the input
embedding and output logits consume a notable portion of
resources and do not change with the number of layers.
We set the number of layers so that the compute part is
approximately the same on each GPU. The numbers of
layers translate to 6.8 billion, 16.5 billion, and 35.8 billion
parameters for the models.

We manually optimize the 2D mesh topology of pro-
cesses for Summa and Megatron. Data parallelism is not
possible for Transformer models due to Out-of-Memory
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(OOM). Megatron performs better than Summa with 64
nodes, but Summa catches up Megatron when the number
of nodes is larger than 128. We attribute it to the fact
that Summa can alleviate the memory issues better: As
the model gets larger and the number of nodes increases,
the trade-off between memory and communication becomes
more important. Under these circumstances, Summa saves
more memory and can hence outperform Megatron. The
strategy selected by AutoDDL performs the best in all cases.
Compared with the second-best baseline on 64, 128, and 256
GPUs, AutoDDL reduces communication by 23.9%, 46.4%,
and 35.3%, respectively, and reduces the end-to-end runtime
by 12%, 36.1%, and 31.1%, respectively.

5.3 Results on a Multi-Node Multi-GPU Machine

System Configurations. The experiments are conducted on
two DGX A100 servers on Google Cloud, each equipped
with 16 NVIDIA A100 GPUs with 40 GB of memory. The
16 GPUs within each server were connected via NvLink,
providing a peak bandwidth of 600 GB/s. The servers are
located in the same compute zone on Google Cloud, with a
peak bandwidth of 100 Gb/s. To leverage the performance
benefits of the A100’s tensor cores, the neural networks are
trained in mixed precision. The NCCL library is used for
communication by default. Additionally, AutoDDL builds
a communication model for Google Cloud and selects the
optimal strategies for different models, as described in Sec-
tion 3 and Section 4.

VGG Results. Figure 10 shows the weak scaling results
of VGG13 experiments on the Google Cloud Platform. For
batch sizes of 128 and 256, 4 GPUs and 8 GPUs are used per
compute node, respectively. The Megatron-like algorithm
performs the worst and is unstable for both settings. Au-
toDDL outperforms the second-best baseline significantly:
The communication is reduced by 84.7% and 77.7% respec-

tively, which leads to a reduction of the overall runtime by
71.5% and 63.5% respectively. After analyzing the strategy
selected by AutoDDL, we find that it achieves a significant
improvement by 1) avoiding the expensive communication
of the model weight gradients and 2) placing a large portion
of communication on the fast NvLink.

Transformer Results. Figure 10 presents the performance
results for Transformer models on the Google Cloud Plat-
form. We use all the 32 A100 GPUs in the evaluation. We
test two models. The small model has 24 layers with model
dimension 1,024, and the attention operation has 16 atten-
tion heads of dimension 64. The large model has 28 layers
with model dimension 4,096, and the attention operation
has 32 attention heads of dimension 128. The batch size is 2
million tokens for both settings: 2,048 sequences with 1,024
tokens per sequence.

The small model, which has 0.35 billion parameters, can
be fitted into a single GPU memory, and data parallelism
is found to be the best parallel strategy compared to other
baselines. In this case, AutoDDL selects data parallelism as
the optimal strategy. However, for the large model, which
has 5.8 billion parameters and cannot be parallelized using
data parallelism due to the OOM issue, AutoDDL selects a
strategy that reduces communication by 21.6%, resulting in
10% runtime reduction compared with Megatron. Note that
Summa parallelism for the large model is about ten times
slower than AutoDDL, which is not plotted in Figure 10 for
clarity.

5.4 Pipeline Parallelism

In this section, we demonstrate that AutoDDL offers perfor-
mance advantages over hand-tuned Megatron with pipeline
parallelism. Pipeline parallelism is a technique mainly used
for training DNNs with deep repeated structures, and non-
regular models such as CNNs (for example, VGG) are
not well-suited for this approach. Therefore we only use
Transformer models for the evaluation of pipeline paral-
lelism. Megatron combines data-, operator-, and pipeline-
parallelisms for Transformer models. For AutoDDL, we
adopt the 1F1B pipeline schedule [15], [39], which is widely
used in deep learning frameworks such as Colossal-AI [7]
and Alpa [20]. Summa is not included in the baselines for
two reasons. First, Summa is inherently expensive when
combined with pipeline parallelism because it splits the
model weights in a 2D way without any weights repli-
cation. This means that Summa has to communicate the
entire model for each micro-batch, whereas AutoDDL and
Megatron only communicate the entire model gradients
when a mini-batch is complete. Second, unlike the other
two methods, Summa requires hand-tuning of the number
of micro-batches for each number of pipeline stages. Smaller
micro-batch sizes imply better pipeline utilization but also
more model weight communication. In addition, the 2D
mesh topology of processes also needs to be tuned. Conse-
quently, finding the best pipelined Summa implementation
requires significantly more computing power, and Summa
with pipeline parallelism has resulted in much worse per-
formance compared with Megatron and AutoDDL during
our experiments.
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Model Scheme Nodes Opt. Stages Time

Transformer
Megatron 64

1

533s

Wide
AutoDDL 335s
Megatron 128 503s
AutoDDL 315s

Transformer
Megatron 64

2

710s

Deep
AutoDDL 443s
Megatron 128 807s
AutoDDL 508s

TABLE 3: Performance results for Megatron and AutoDDL
with pipeline parallelism enabled on Piz Daint. The numbers
of optimal pipeline stages are denoted by Opt. Stage, which
happen to be the same for AutoDDL and Megatron for both
experiments.

We evaluate the performance of two Transformer models
(wide and deep) with different model sizes. The wide model
consists of 20 layers with a model dimension of 8,192, and
64 attention heads with a head dimension of 128. On the
other hand, the deep model consists of 36 layers with a
model dimension of 4,096, and 32 attention heads with a
head dimension of 128. For all baselines, we test the two
models with different numbers of pipeline stages on Piz
Daint with the best empirical micro-batch size for every
configuration, and only report the best performance for
each model. For Megatron, the configuration of operator
and data parallelisms are hand-tuned to achieve the best
performance. For AutoDDL, the parallelization strategy for
operator and data parallelisms are automatically selected
using the heuristic search algorithm.

Table 3 presents the results on the Piz Daint Super-
computer. On 64 nodes and 128 nodes, the batch sizes
are set to 512 and 1,024 sequences, respectively, and each
sequence contains 1,024 tokens. We haven’t been able to
scale pipeline parallelism further in our experiments. This
difficulty arises potentially because more pipeline stages
introduce increased overheads in terms of workload im-
balance, idleness and bubbles, less compute intensity using
micro-batching, point-to-point communication etc. How-
ever, when it comes to communication costs, pipeline paral-
lelism still benefits from less costly point-to-point communi-
cations for transferring intermediate results between stages.
In contrast, operator parallelism relies on more expensive
collective operations to collect intermediate results for each
layer. And AutoDDL is able to discover a near-optimal 3D
parallelization strategy for operator and data parallelism,
which significantly alleviates the communication bottleneck,
and therefore outperforms the hand-tuned Megatron with
pipeline parallelism in all of the experiments as listed in
Table 3.

6 CONCLUSIONS

AutoDDL automatically discovers and implements paral-
lelization strategies with near-optimal bandwidth cost for
distributed deep learning. Based on the abstraction of
SBP, we created a broader range of parallelization strate-
gies, making it practical to find communication-optimal
approaches that genuinely improve performance. Further-
more, we equip AutoDDL with a heuristic search algorithm
(coordinate descent) based on performance modelling to
quickly find near-optimal strategies in the extended search

space. We integrate OneFlow into the workflow of Au-
toDDL, which enables automatic implementation of various
parallelization strategies and thus achieves high produc-
tivity. We conduct the evaluation on the Piz Daint Super-
computer and a Google Cloud A100 GPU platform using
different neural networks (VGG and GPT). Experimental
results show that the parallelization strategy selected and re-
alized by AutoDDL outperforms all the baselines (including
the highly optimized schemes by hand-tuning) on different
distributed machines.

This work brings new insights for the optimization of
distributed deep learning. Firstly, exploring near-optimal
strategies at a per-layer/operator granularity is essential
to improve the overall performance of the neural network.
Because the training processes may have different batch
sizes and layer structures, each layer may require a dis-
tinct parallelization strategy to achieve high performance.
For example, Figure 8 shows how different parallelization
strategies are selected for the last three dense layers of
VGG13. Secondly, AutoDDL’s expanded search space en-
ables practical use of asymptotically optimal parallelization
strategies, leading to the discovery of more effective ex-
ecution plans for actual performance improvements. The
introduction of the Partial-Sum tensor state in AutoDDL
broadens the search space, allowing for its transformation
into Split states through an efficient ReduceScatter. Previ-
ous deep learning frameworks, such as Alpa and Flexflow,
are built upon the GShard abstraction with limited search
spaces. Benefiting from the expanded space, AutoDDL sig-
nificantly outperforms expert-optimized Megatron in real
experiments, while previous frameworks cannot. Lastly, the
coordinate descent algorithm based on performance mod-
elling used in AutoDDL significantly accelerates the search
process. Experimental results show that AutoDDL can find
near-optimal strategies in minutes using a personal laptop.
A fast search algorithm with low resource requirement
greatly improves the practicability of the automatic deep
learning framework, which is more desirable for training
more complex models on future parallel systems.
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